Overview of the Workshop
This 3-day practical “hands-on” workshop would take participants through the main legal considerations in structuring project finance transactions. Participants would gain an understanding of the real-life considerations and tensions that underlie key provisions of a typical Concession Agreement, and related Project and Financing Documents; they would learn how to negotiate and structure documents that anticipate and deal with potential problems. The focus will be on project finance practice as it happens in Asia and will cover a range of transactions common in Asia. Attendees will be expected to participate actively in role-play exercises that illustrate the evolving dynamics of a typical transaction.

Facilitators
Ms Amy Lee, Tan Kok Quan Partnership (Infrastructure and Projects Practice)
Mr Lawrence Low, Tan Kok Quan Partnership (Infrastructure and Projects Practice)
Assoc Prof Eleanor Wong, National University of Singapore

For enquiries, please email Germaine at cbfl@nus.edu.sg.